
List of Affect terms analysed in BRC baby 
 
Affect type Typical emotions Affect terms 
DIS/INCLINATION 
DESIRE ‘wishes, willingness, 

volition’ 
appetite for, aspire to, care to, coveted, deliberate, deliberately, desirable, the desire (to), desire (V), desired, desperate for, 
eager to, eagerly, enviable , envious, fancy, happy (for) to, hopeful, hopefully, hope that (V), the hope (that), jealousy, long to, 
had a mind to, miss, nostalgic, nostalgic affection, prefer (to), readily, seductive , felt tempted to, tempt, wanna/want, 
will/would (V), the will to do sh, willing to, willingly, wish (N), wish (V), would/’d like, ‘d rather, yearning 

NON-DESIRE ‘reluctance, 
unwillingness, non-
volition’ 

disinclined, involuntary, refuse to (not refuse an offer), refusal to, reluctant, reluctantly, reluctance to, unwilling to 

IN/SECURITY 
SECURITY: TRUST ‘trust in someone or in 

a future happening’ 
confident about, optimism that, optimistic, trusted 

INSECURITY: DISTRUST ‘distrust, reserve, 
suspicion’ 

doubtfully, emotional withdrawing, reserve, suspicious of, suspicion about 

SECURITY: QUIET ‘assurance, 
confidence, ease, 
safety, relaxation’ 

assured, blithely, confident, confidence, comfortable with, comforting , the ease , at ease with, reassuring , reassurance, 
relax, feel safe, solace, unashamed , untroubled 

INSECURITY: DISQUIET ‘fear, worry, anxiety, 
puzzlement, 
confusion, 
embarrassment’ 

afraid of, agitation, alarm, anxiety, anxious, anxiously, concerned (that), concern (N), confusing , daunting , dauntingly , 
feels destabilised, disconcerting , distress, embarrass, fear (V), fear of/that, fretful , frighten (V), frightened, frightening , 
horror , intimidated by, intimidating , intimidation, overawed, puzzled, puzzling , perplexing , rattled, self-conscious, self-
consciously, scared of, terrified, troubled by, unnerve, unsettled, upset, worried, worrying , worry about (V), worries about 
(N) 

DIS/SATISFACTION 
SATISFACTION: 
INTEREST 

‘interest in, fascination 
with, excitement, 
entertainment’ 

arresting , went berserk, care about (V), carried away, curious, drawn to, engaging , entertaining , as entertainers , 
enthusiasm for, exhilarating , excited, excitedly, exciting , fanatical about, fascinated, fascination with, frenzy , interest (V), 
interested in, interesting , interestingly , interest (N), magnetised by, spellbound, stirring , thrilling  

DISSATISFACTION: 
ENNUI 

‘boredom’ boring  

SATISFACTION: 
PLEASURE 

‘admiration, appeal, 
contentment, 
gratitude, being 
impressed, pleasure, 
pride’ 

admire, admirable , admiring, the appeal of , appealing , appreciate, appreciative, appreciation, content with, (feelings of) 
contentment, enjoy,1 entrance, gratitude, impressed, pleased, please, pleasing , proudly, proud, satisfaction, satisfying , 
satisfied with, thankful 

DISSATISFACTION: 
DISPLEASURE 

‘anger, frustration, 
dissatisfaction 
(mind/bother)’ 

anger, anger (V), angry, annoyed at, bother (V), bothered, discontent, fed up with, frustration, furious, grudge against, 
impatience at, irate, irritated, irritably, maddeningly , mind (V), outrage, resignedly, spite (V), held on to his temper, 
unsatisfactory , vexing  



UN/HAPPINESS 
HAPPINESS: 
AFFECTION 

‘like, love, respect, 
pity’ 

affection, beloved, care for, cherish, devotion, fond of, be into sth, keen on, like (to), loving , his love’s , love (N), love (V), 
much-loved, pity for, pitiful , respectful, reverently, taken with, warmth, warmly, a weakness for 

UNHAPPINESS: 
ANTIPATHY 

‘hate, dislike, scorn’ cannot bear, can’t stand, disdain, dislike, gone off it, hate, horrified, loathe, sick-making , scornful, scorned, resent  

HAPPINESS: CHEER ‘amusement, cheer, 
happiness’ 

amusement, amused at, brightening, cheerfulness, cheerfully, cheered by, cheery, glad of/that, happy, happiest, happily , 
jovial, merry 

UNHAPPINESS: MISERY ‘sadness, guilt, 
disappointment, 
regret, grief’ 

agony, anguish, conscience was troubled over (‘guilt’), dejection, depressed, depressing , disappointing , disappointed with, 
disappointment , grief (that), grieved, haunting, let down, malaise, melancholy, melancholic, miserable, moving , painful , 
regret, regretfully, sad, , sadly , sorrow, (I’m/was) sorry,2 soulfully, sullen, tormented, unhappy that, worked up about, 
wretchedly 

SURPRISE ‘surprise’ amazing , amazingly , astonishment, astounded, shocked, shock, shock of , shocking , staggered, start, surprised, surprising , 
surprisingly , surprise 

 
                                                 
1  In contrast to Martin (2000a: 153) I classify enjoy as Satisfaction: pleasure rather than Happiness: Affection, since enjoying something means that something gives you 

pleasure, and seems to be goal-related (which is what dis/satisfaction is about, see Martin & White 2005: 49). Vice versa, I classify respect as Happiness: Affection rather than 
dis/satisfaction (Martin & White 2005: 49), since it seems to me not related to the pursuit of goals but rather to affection/liking. It must be noted that there is some overlap 
between DIS/SATISFACTION and UN/HAPPINESS. 

2  I only coded I’m/I am sorry as Unhappiness: Misery; the general, conventionalized use of sorry was excluded from Affect, since its emotional meaning is bleached. 


